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Lefeet S1 Pro Underwater Scooter
The Lefeet S1 Pro underwater scooter is an essential companion for water sports enthusiasts, offering not only easier navigation in ocean
currents  but  also  the  assurance  of  a  safe  return  to  shore  if  needed.  Thanks  to  its  smooth  control  and  energy-saving  capabilities,  the
scooter  enables  exceptional  underwater  experiences.  Its  modular  design  allows  for  adaptation  to  various  purposes,  and  three  speed
settings  provide  precise  adjustment  to  diving  conditions.  It  is  a  versatile  and  safe  piece  of  equipment  that  is  worth  having  during
underwater adventures.
 
Safe Water Sports
The Lefeet S1 Pro underwater scooter makes navigating ocean currents significantly easier. If you are unexpectedly caught by a current,
the  underwater  scooter  will  help  you  safely  return  to  shore  or  to  a  boat.  Moreover,  using  this  equipment,  you  move  smoothly  and
effortlessly, conserving your precious energy. After an exhausting diving adventure, the Lefeet S1 Pro underwater scooter also becomes
an invaluable tool, allowing for a quick return to the boat, ensuring not only comfort but most importantly safety.
 
Excellent Diving Companion
The Lefeet S1 Pro underwater scooter is an excellent diving companion, not only providing unforgettable experiences while exploring the
underwater  world  but  also  ensuring your  safety.  Its  modular  design allows for  the scooter's  use in  various scenarios,  giving users  the
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ability to adapt it to their needs by combining and matching different accessories. Additionally, the Lefeet S1 Pro offers three different
speeds, including low, medium, and high, allowing for precise speed adjustment for specific tasks. With speeds ranging from 1.2 m/s in
low mode, 1.5 m/s in medium mode, to 1.8 m/s in high mode, this scooter not only provides versatility but also exceptional performance
during each dive. With these features, the Lefeet S1 Pro becomes an indispensable companion for all underwater adventure enthusiasts.
 
Easy Control and Thoughtful Construction
The Lefeet  S1 Pro  underwater  scooter  stands out  with  its  easy control  and thoughtful  construction.  Thanks to  wireless  control  and an
impressive  operating  time  of  35  to  70  minutes,  depending  on  speed,  it  provides  unparalleled  freedom  and  efficiency  during  dives.
Additionally,  the  quick  and  easy  battery  replacement  and  built-in  controller  lock  ensure  safe  and  convenient  use.  The  Lefeet  S1  Pro
scooter can fit in a backpack, making it an excellent companion for underwater adventures, and the handle with a dual nozzle allows for
easy mounting of an underwater camera to capture unique moments under the water.
 
Included in the Set
    S1 Pro
    Replaceable battery
    Remote control
    Loss prevention strap
    Sports camera mount
    Single jet mount
    Handle
    Quick release screw
    Screwdriver
    Power cable
    Charging cable for remote
    Charger
    Spare O-ring
    User manual
     
    
    
        
            ManufacturerLefeet
            ModelS1 PRO
            ControlWireless
            Operating Time35 to 70 minutes
            Speed ModeLow: 1.2 m/s | 4.3 km/h | 2.7 mph; Medium: 1.5 m/s | 5.4 km/h | 3.4 mph; High: 1.8 m/s | 6.5 km/h | 4 mph
            Depth Rating40 m
            Single Jet Mode8 kgf
            Dual Jet Mode16 kgf
            Weight Carrying CapacityCan exceed even 100 kg
        
    

Price:

€ 810.00
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